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Abstract—With the penetration of smart-devices and intelligent home-appliances, M2M (machine to machine) communication has opened the door of new prospects for us. The success of such M2M networks depends on its human involvements at the least possible level. In this context, policy based management has huge potentials to be used for M2M communication. This paper presents such a policy based management framework for M2M networks and services. We have considered two M2M communication platforms namely smart-devices and sensor network in our system.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid advancement, technology is replacing direct human interaction with machine to machine (M2M) communication and humans are merely becoming the consumer of these systems. M2M network [1] has a high promising future. With advents of autonomous organization and management, conventional networks are fast replaced by machine-to-machine M2M networks. Penetration of the Internet enabled smart-devices is growing fast and as a consequence, we will see the widespread use of intelligent home-appliances in the future. Sensor network [2] has also same prospect as it is deployable in ubiquitous environment easily anywhere, anytime. One of the major characteristics behind the success of such M2M platforms is the least human involvement. With the penetration of smart-devices and intelligent home-appliances, M2M (machine to machine) communication has opened the door of new prospects for us. The success of such M2M networks depends on its human involvements at the least possible level. In this context, policy based management has huge potentials to be used for M2M communication. Policy based management [3] can be a better solution for the M2M networks as predefined policies in the system can response automatically to the M2M service requests. These policies are defined by system manager or a system expert. However, policies cannot be predefined for each and every event which can occur within a system. Therefore, a framework is required which monitors the M2M environment, analyzes its monitored data and represents it to the policy manager, along with aiding tools such as policy editor, to define and orchestrate new policies for the system. The policy compiler then compiles the new set of policies and integrates them into the system. This paper presents such a policy based management framework for M2M networks and services. We have considered two M2M communication platforms namely smart-devices and sensor network in our system. The major components for our policy based management framework for M2M networks and services are policy compiler, editor, adapter, analyzer and a repository. Sensor motes and smart-devices are our target M2M devices those are connected to the policy server by an adapter. We propose an event-condition-action based policy information model, as shown in Fig. 2. Policy specification languages are also presented along with the proposed framework. We also provide the implementation aspects of our system with an implementation scenario for the better understanding of the audience. The paper is articulated as follows. Section II provides the proposed policy based management framework with its major components. Section III discusses the implementation aspects along with an implementation scenario. Section IV provides some related work in the field of policy based network management and M2M network and Service management. Finally, section V concludes our paper.

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Policy based network management is a condition-action response mechanism to provide an automatic response to conditions in the network according to pre-defined policies. We have proposed such a policy based management framework for M2M networks.

A. Proposed Architecture

Proposed architecture (Fig. 1) consists of major modules namely policy compiler, editor, adapter, decision point, analyzer, controller and policy repository. An M2M policy information model runs behind the overall system. M2M specific policies are written in policy specification languages with XML and Java/C++.

B. M2M Policy Information Model

M2M policy information model (Fig. 2) is an event-condition-action based policy information model [3]. It is an extension of CIM policy model [4]. As in CIM, all policies are derived from ManagedElement. M2MPolicy defines a general policy in proposed policy based system. In this model,
any policy is a combination of event, condition and action (represented by M2MPolicyEvent, M2MPolicyCondition and M2MPolicyAction respectively). Event, condition or action can be compound also. We can aggregate policies of the same type for different M2M network and service domains. M2MPolicyRule aggregates similar policy sets. Similarly, M2MPolicyGroup aggregates policy rules for similar M2M network or service domain.

C. Policy Specification Languages

Proposed system uses policy specification languages in different stages of policy compilation. Policies are written through the policy editor. It is then translated to XML (Fig. 3) format by a translation module. At last, it is interpreted to Java / C++ object by interpretation module.

D. Policy Editor

Policy editor sub-system is used to create, edit and update policies in the system. It consists of modules namely policy language definition, user viewing, policy evaluation and dictionary.

1) Policy Language Definition: Policy language definition module allows policy manager to define or edit policies.

2) User Viewing: Policy manager views existing policies and events through user viewing module. He also views M2M monitoring information through this module.

3) Policy Evaluation: With Policy evaluation module, a policy manager can evaluate performance of policies through this module. Policy manager can analyze defined policies and the outcome of it to evaluate policy performance.
4) Dictionary: Dictionary works as a help file for policy manager. It also provides keywords for policy creation and editing.

E. Policy Compiler

Policy compiler (Fig. 4) consists of sub-modules namely translation, interpretation, validation and aggregation.

1) Translation: Translation module converts high level language to intermediate level language. It takes input from policy editor and gives output to policy interpretation module.

2) Interpretation: Interpretation module converts intermediate language to low level language. It takes input from policy translation module and gives output to validation module.

3) Validation: Validation module helps whether defined policy is semantically valid or not.

4) Aggregation: This module combines existing policies to create a compound policy. It also combines policies in a group and saves it to repository.

F. Policy Repository

Policy repository preserves the policies, conditions, actions or events in its database. It also stores M2M network and service information. A policy compiler stores newly created policies in policy repository. Compiler also uses existing policies (from policy repository) at the time of policy aggregation and validation. When M2M device wants access to the policy based system, its authentication and service information are checked at policy repository. If it is a valid M2M network domain and its requested service is available, corresponding policies are enforced on it.

G. Adapter

Adapter provides abstraction for the physical devices attached to the M2M network and the policy server. Heterogeneous devices such as different sensor networks (nodes and gateway and smart devices (smart-phone, smart-tab) etc. are connected to the policy server. Each device provides different interfacing mechanism; adapter is responsible to provide communication among all the devices with the policy server.

H. Policy Decision Point

PDP is a logical entity that makes policy decisions for the network elements specifying which policies should be deployed at which points. Policy decision point gives compiled policies to M2M device through an adapter. It takes input from policy compiler and also connects with policy repository to decide on a M2M service-instance.

I. Policy Enforcement Point

PEP is the logical entity which executes the policy at the network element and verifies that a set of policies and its actions have been successfully performed on specific targets.

J. Policy Controller

Policy controller is responsible for coordinating the actions of the policy server. It coordinates between the internal components of the policy server. The coordination between PDP and PEPs is also managed by the policy controller.

K. Policy Analyzer

Policy Analyzer is used to perform analysis on the monitored data and feedbacks to analyze the effects of certain policies. It provides the evaluation of the policies and help in creating better policies. In the future, it is targeted to provide autonomic policy updating using decision support systems and expert systems.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Functionality

Our policy based management system works for two M2M domains (sensor network and smart-devices). Fig.1 represents overall workflow in the proposed system. M2M monitoring information about available sensors or smart-device is sent to policy analyzer (step 1). Policy analyzer is connected to the policy editor (step 2). Then, a policy manager through user viewing module monitors current M2M network status (step 3). He then creates policies (step 4) for that specific M2M network or service domain. Policies are translated and interpreted in the policy compiler (step 5b) with the interaction of policy repository (step 5a). Written policies are stored in the policy repository (step 6).

Sensor nodes /smart devices send sensed information and service request to the proposed system through adapter (step 7). Adapter then contacts with policy compiler (step 8). Policy compiler then checks what policies are available for that specific M2M network and service domain (step 9). It then deploys appropriate policy through policy decision point (step...
set of hardware and software components representing an administrative domain. It focuses on ubiquitous system with only body sensor networks. Ponder2 uses an event-condition-action based policy information model. PonderTalk language has been considered as a standard high level policy specification language. Connected objects [6] solves M2M application development challenges (variations in device capabilities, scalability and flexibility etc). This M2M service platform provides application programming interfaces (APIs) for various M2M resources namely data aggregation, security handler, context information, etc. It only considers enterprise application domain. But, its object and edge are conceptually similar to our M2M network and service domain respectively.

Research on policy information model is a key issue in policy based network management. Policy core information model (PCIM) [7] existed several years for network oriented policies like network access control or traffic differentiate etc. CIM [8] policy model was influenced by PCIM and its extension PCIM-E. CIM policy model was condition-action based. But, in M2M networks, policy evaluation is done asynchronously for the occurrence of external or internal events. Neither PCIM or CIM policy model has support for event based M2M networks.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

We have proposed a policy based management framework for two M2M networks with smart-devices and sensor nodes. Proposed M2M policy information model runs behind the overall functionality of this system. We have considered our system in a ubiquitous healthcare scenario with a patient with biosensors and a remote nurse with a smart-phone.
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